Global governance
Because not all countries are willing or able to cooperate and the limited group of nuclear cooperation in the security council has a week order of implementation, no group
of nations has demonstrated the ability to keep order. There seems to be more cooperation in pairs of countries (binary) than actually groups of countries, maybe a
coordination of this binary collaboration of countries could bring results. Most countries have multiple options, but choices of who to cooperate with are much broader and
alliances are easier to form and break. The necessity of achieving trust requires far greater and deeper engagement between states and societies, and the only solutions for
trust are common goals and transparency between them. Terrorism and cyberattacks are the main problems of these days as they create destabilization and may be used to
reduce democracy. Domination must give place to cooperation, all parts on this world try to dominate all the other parts, the world needs cooperation and unification it is
natural that we are part of a whole and not dominate the whole.
The lawful cause of God - In a spiritual and in a globalized view, a Global Government unified by the Holy Spirit of God is the only solution for a balanced Global Governance
and peace for the future of the world. A new revelation of God to the hearts of the people of the world, and this people of the world together with their elected MPs are the
ones that have the sovereign mandate to create a global government, as governments present failure to do so, the Holy spiritual unification of the people of the World is an
act of God accepted by the recognition of Divine love by the civilizations of the world. Philosophical and spiritual unification of the peoples of the earth is a very important
subject that can only be addressed under a faith concept of the Family of Heaven. To create a global government all should be addressed at all stages but in sequence of the
first most important we have, the people of the earth, then the MPs and finally the country leaders to follow their citizen’s will, under the main subjects of protecting and
perpetuating our planet and future generations with balance and fairness, space affairs and spiritual universal family of heaven. Even so a parliamentary assembly elected by
the people at the UN could be a supporting working group to start, for the leaders of the Nations, where international and national petitions and disputes are addressed and
where a problem in a country can have intervention and opinion of all the countries in the world. The wheel of the brotherhood of humanity is to share each other’s burdens
at personal, regional, national or international level. Transparency/declassification implementation is the first step to bring interest for a global governance to all. The low
levels of trust and inequality in this world are too big and the capitalism is no longer fair, sovereign law must exist and be merciful to balance the world in true freedom.
There could be also another way to unify the world and that is when the human race became interstellar or when the first group of people from different countries travel into
Mars, technological findings are truly important for the future of the world, so continuous efficient research de-linked from interests and egos is central, and that will also
build momentum to unify and restore earth and as well space affairs, where the unknown future can reserve challenges that we might never even imagined and for that a
strong unified world can have more chances of possible readiness.
When a world government is established by the people and their members of parliaments of the world, the all wise and merciful world law will reign, countries elected
leaders still could globally and dynamically lead their regions and represent their countries as the love of the Heavenly Universal Father became Sovereign in the world. The
organized world and the global progressive public administration may manage the varying rights and duties with fairness and equity, engaged in a universally spiritualizedhumanized and compassionate government, economies that rewards effort and provides security, civilization that returned to God, communities that protect the weak,
society and the environment and it can be divided in:
1. The self-government – personal freedom and freedom to do the will of God, if it is of will, self-control and the sense of duty and moral from citizens.
2. The local government-supportive to NGOs
3. The regional government- current countries
4. The central or global government – Reformed United nations with shared sovereignty of merciful-moral law for people, earth, space and universal/spiritual affairs
5. The supporting NGOs from all over the world
6. The United nations organizations
7. Supporting groups of countries to the central government by their status:
●
G20
●
Fragile state groups
●
BRICS
●
Commercial state groups
●
UN Security Council
●
And others…
Countries would be able to deal with high complex situations and be more flexible to change region or territories if new tendencies for new areas-countries arise that should
be solved democratically by the flexibility of the system that is provided to the people of the world including free migration organization. All countries and/or people
participate and share the burdens of the less fortunate, in a dynamic global wheel of affection. Health and Education systems should be available to all for a life time for free;
education wise, all subjects should be available to all, and all dynamically teach all, there would be a compulsory learning system from young to grown up age of 18. States
should consider de-linking resource issues from other concerns, particularly territorial disputes and geopolitical competition. Citizens of the world should be able to control
the levying of taxes that becomes a simple and efficient system that will allow the different governments to reinvest locally and are able to vote via internet system on any
subject made public with authorities locally or from the world. Citizens are able now to create petitions and after a certain number of signatures they efficiently can be heard
by a government representative to the elected head of the petition, and indeed the problem could be addressed. Governmental authorities can even use holographic
communication in case the situations are urgent.
Looking forward, country alliances came and go and the demand for the world will rise substantially, with 35% more food, 40% more water and 50% more energy required to
support a global population of around 8.3 billion people by 2020. Quantum and super computers will be able to organize networks of local sustainable agriculture, networks
of organized local small sustainable industry, commerce and services with Information technologies, there were 50 to 60% of world consumers that don’t explore today their
own capacities. We are much better than before as system, but we still don’t reach all, and the new challenges might bring us into decay we must uplift our efforts to the full
to finish this global system to serve God the Father and humanity.
The following points present ideas for the current Sustainable development goals:
a. Goal 1: No Poverty /Goal 2: Zero Hunger /Goal 3: Good Health and Well-being/ Goal 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth /Goal 9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Efficient global food and transport distribution with AI, super and quantum computation
Globally Interconnected Centres for distributed entrepreneurship if anyone wants to go the extra mile. And the access to free high-quality education.
Increase in aid for children and maternal health as well as access to reproductive health-care programs
Access to free health service including vaccinations etc...
Micro systems for access to micro finance and micro resources
The social system starts in the first institution ... the family, man and woman working together in equality to establish the family environment for social development
and for the “continuation of humanity” through their children, the family gives young and old citizens their moral, love, and material resources support, for the
challenges of life.

vii. The factories will be fully automatic, also people can manufacture things at home in 3D and people may have more free time to develop themselves for
space, technology innovation, beautification, religion, wisdom, knowledge and philosophy under a universal basic and/or participation salary proportional to
the economy of the country
viii. People could work less hours a week
ix. Humanoid robots may help people in daily tasks
b.

Goal 4: Quality Education /Goal 5: Gender Equality /Goal 10: Reduced Inequalities
i. Access to education to all free to access, creation of schools of diversity gender, culturally and religiously enriched, events to put together interreligious,
different gender and intercultural schools.
ii. Evolution and education of ethics and technology.
iii. Investment in woman for the balance of the world and children for the future of the world

a. Goal 7: Affordable and Clean Energy /Goal13: Climate Action
i.

The Carbon Majors Database CDP Carbon Majors Report 2017 reveals that 100 fossil fuel producers and nearly 1 trillion tones of greenhouse gas emissions
have been created, about 70% of all anthropogenic GHG emissions.
1. As the only solution is to find alternative sources of energy to invest in discovery research agnostic from market tendencies, the system must be
efficient and open and filtered wisely to all universities in this world with possibility of ordinary people to share ideas as well.
2. To target polluting companies under international sovereign law of a global government.
3. Enforcement of electric transportation usage in land, air and sea.
4. A strong global marketing system needs to be added to universities/tech centres spinoffs/start-ups for technologies that will help improve the system.
To help reduce military nuclear experiments

ii.

a. Goal 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities /Goal 12: Responsible Consumption and Production/ Goal 6: Clean Water and Sanitation/ Goal 14: Life Below Water /Goal
15: Life on Land
i.

For mega cities to be limited to a certain number of people example of 9-10 million and not more, to reduce the pressure on the mega city systems and
establish balance also to other areas.
To make resource scarcity as a subject to be addressed by the UN security council.
To introduce a local and global model of “traffic lights system” for material resources, self-driving transportation and re-usage/recycling of materials
managed by the people of the countries and/or by a joint artificial intelligence system software under a quantum/super computer - Under this global
traffic light system also to monitor global corporation’s activity and analyze fairness to allow others to grow at the same level.
To propose a global standard system of reutilization and recycling and close the loop on the resources cycle system.
To establish the promotion of systems and technological innovation with Universities and Entrepreneurship centres for reutilization and recycling.
Develop access to water and sanitation to villages with traditional methods and develop technologies for super easy access to water and sanitation on the
go (easy to transport devices to capturing water from the air, super filter water from the rivers, toilets that decompose human waste for fertilizer for
example)

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

a. Goal 16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions
i.

The Holy spiritual sovereignty of a global government is the only that can enforce peace with global Law, from there all institutions can be dressed with the
appropriate power.
Because Jesus didn’t come to start a religion but a Relationship, the one of our Universal Father-God to all His children on earth and by faith the
brotherhood of humanity, this relation is in any religion and in any culture to all.

ii.

b. Goal 17: Partnerships for the Goals
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Declassification Centres for gradual transparency through the countries to help bring trust in general,
Full promotion of transparency balanced with human rights.
Global/local working groups creation to address issues under universal sovereignty.
Global de-nuclearization in several stages including stepping up cooperation with Russia to significantly reduce stocks of nuclear arms in both countries
and lead the world to do it;
The energy spiral of deterrence increasing military/nuclear power from all the countries in the world has to be inverted

The UN remains the most credible organization to lead on conflict resolution, new diplomacy, security, law and democracy and true freedom, and its reform towards global
governance is imperative for world peace, the points here made for the direction of global sovereignty:
● Countries and organizations Declassification/Transparency and social, official and non-official events for intimate contact of leaders and MPs.
● Binary country agreements management,
● Dealing with threats and resource scarcity and logistics,
● Space affairs,
● Technological discoveries for space exploration
● The God Cause and God sovereignty with direct impact on love and the family of heaven of the world,
● Focus on the people of the world they will help to build this world with their most close elected, the Members of their parliament.
A great supportive arm for the UN are the values of the EU and this institution needs great reforms and adaptation and simplification to meet the challenges ahead.
“How can you accept the differences of other worlds in your space exploration if you cannot accept the differences that you have in this world, Honor all life forms. Cherish
those who are different—for difference is what enhances life that is diversity. Seek not proof of life, but honor the reality of existence. “ – Unknown

World peace

